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Hello

While we’ve taken the opportunity to revisit many of our 2020 AM Focus topics in
2021, taking stock of new developments and trends, this eBook looks at a wholly new
topic: Maritime AM.
This is no coincidence. Maritime AM is a fascinating subsegment of the additive manufacturing industry that we’ve been following for some time. In recent years, and especially in
the past couple of years, there have been some notable advancements and achievements
that really demonstrate the technology’s potential for maritime applications, with a special
emphasis on the on-demand production of spare and replacement ship parts, as well as
structural boat molds and end-use parts.
In this publication, we dive into the waters of maritime AM, exploring various areas, including the evolution of maritime AM applications, key AM providers in the maritime industry
and how AM is transforming boat production. We are also pleased to present a series of
features spotlighting diverse topics in the segment, including how a Croatia-based company
is using Massivit 3D large-format AM to customize yachts; how AML3D’s metal AM process
is driving maritime AM adoption; and how 9T’s AFT technology is creating opportunities
for composite AM in the marine segment. So hop aboard and we’ll set sail!

Tess Boissonneault
Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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ANALYSIS

How AM is getting its sea legs
The availability of large-format, high-throughput AM technologies for metal
and composites is opening up new routes for AM in the maritime industry.
Image: Reef Design Lab

Humans started building ships many thousands of years

enabled by the use of LFAM (large format additive man-

ago. It was only with the Industrial Revolution, however,

ufacturing) technologies and processes to produce

that shipbuilding started using new and more proficient

(chopped or continuous fiber) composite molds and

materials, advanced designs and propulsions systems,

even to directly produce certain ship parts. Likewise,

including the steam engine, to improve the quality

the growing availability of reliable high-throughput

of commercial and military vessels. Today, we are at

metal deposition processes, such as WAAM and kinetic

the onset of a new revolution, fueled by new materials

consolidation-based cold-blown powder, is enabling

(composites, superalloys), new digital manufacturing

rapid production of large metal ship parts as well. These

methods and even new means of propulsion (electric,

trends are particularly evident in the yacht manufactur-

nuclear, advanced wind-powered engines). AM is of

ing subsegment of shipbuilding.

course at the heart of many of these new breakthroughs
in shipbuilding, but it is also having a disruptive impact

Maritime AM applications for Defense

in the shipping and maritime industry overall.
Just looking at the past couple of years, a number
When we look at the use of AM for ship manufacturing,

of initiatives, primarily in the U.S. and Australia, have

the reference we use to identify the total addressable

begun implementing the use of 3D printed parts on

market (TAM) is the shipbuilding industry, which Statista

warships. These have used both metal PBF for high

sources estimate at $150 billion in 2020, growing to $160

precision, complex parts and large-format metal AM

billion by 2023. AM has a directly proportional relation-

technologies, both wire arc and kinetic cold blown

ship with the shipbuilding segment’s overall growth,

powder based. The emergence of these high through-

targeting 1% to 2% of total ship manufacturing revenues

put metal AM technologies for very large parts has

by 2030. That’s between 2 and 4 billion, depending on

contributed significantly to the adoption of AM in the

AM penetration and overall segment growth.

maritime industry.

The maritime freight transport industry, on the other
hand, is expected to be disrupted by AM to a certain

Image: 3D Metalforge

extent. This means that AM is expected to have an
inversely proportional relationship with freight transport, with the growth in AM resulting in a decrease
in transportation revenues. Calculating the exact
impact of AM on supply chains, and specifically on
global freight transport, is a lot more complicated
and will be explored in future in-depth analyses by
3dpbm Research.
When looking at shipbuilding, there are certain subsegments that are going to be more immediately
impacted by AM. These include the defense industry
as well as commercial on-demand spare parts manufacturing by AM service providers, which are sometimes
located at ports. Additional major adoption segments
for AM in the maritime industry are also increasingly
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One of the most relevant shortterm applications of AM in
shipbuilding is the establishment of
AM facilities on location at ports
In 2019, Huntington Ingalls Industries-Newport News

ASC Shipbuilding, a subsidiary of BAE Systems Austra-

Shipbuilding (HII-NNS) delivered the first ever metal 3D

lia, was contracted by the Department of Defence to

printed part to be installed aboard a nuclear-powered

design and build nine Hunter class frigates for the Royal

U.S. Navy aircraft carrier. The part, a 3D printed piping

Australian Navy. A commercial Manufacturing Eval-

assembly, was installed on the USS Harry S. Truman

uation Program program for additive manufacturing

(CVN 75) warship, marking a significant milestone for

was initiated in fall 2020 by the maritime manufacturer

the use of AM for the production of warship parts.

to test parts manufactured using AML3D’s proprietary WAM process.

In late 2020, Fleet Support Unit (FSU) at HMAS
Coonawarra Navy Port installed a large-format SPEE3D

Seaport-side AM Services

metal 3D printer, making the Royal Australian Navy the
latest Australian defence service with the capability to

One of the most relevant short-term applications of AM

print its own metal parts on demand. The printer will

in the shipbuilding industry is through the establish-

support repair, maintenance and overhaul services for

ment of AM facilities on location at ports, something

navy equipment.

very similar to what is happening in the aerospace
industry with MROs. As one of the world’s largest and
Image: SPEE3D

busiest seaports, Singapore is emerging as the leading
global hub for maritime AM services, as are other major
seaports such as Rotterdam and Genoa.
In 2018, Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority (MPA)
signed an MoU with leading global port group PSA,
NAMIC and 3D MetalForge Pte Ltd. to establish the
world’s first on-site additive manufacturing production
facility for port applications. The facility is located at the
Pasir Panjang Terminal and is equipped with a range of
state-of-the-art 3D printing systems.
Norway-based classification society DNV GL issued a
certificate to engineering company thyssenkrupp in

An additively manufactured probehead used for collecting gas samples in hot gas atmosphere.
The part was made at the thyssenkrupp TechCenter Additive Manufacturing.
Image: thyssenkrupp

2019, making its TechCenter Additive Manufacturing

a ‘rent to buy’ agreement. The stand-alone module

the world’s first producer of 3D printed parts for mar-

offers ST Engineering enhanced manufacturing capa-

itime applications to receive manufacturer approval

bilities capable of delivering custom components

from DNV GL. As an approved supplier for maritime

on demand. AML3D, for its part, benefits from the

and general industrial 3D printed components, thyssen-

capability to manufacture components for customers

krupp aims to further integrate additive manufacturing

throughout Asia before the establishment of its planned

in its maritime business.

Singapore facility.

After launching an EAP for maritime spare parts in late

Last month, after announcing its new headquarters in

2019, global maritime company Wilhelmsen announced

South Australia, metal AM company AML3D revealed

the first commercial delivery of 3D printed spare parts in

its plans to establish a Research and Development

February 2020. The parts in question were 3D printed

facility within the upcoming Factory of the Future at

scupper plugs, which were delivered to a Berge Bulk

the Tonsley Innovation District in Adelaide. The Fac-

vessel. The shipment marked a significant step towards

tory of the Future—currently under development—is

normalizing the use of 3D printed spare parts on ships.

spearheaded by Flinders University and BAE Systems

In June 2020, AML3D delivered its first ARCEMY 3D

Maritime Australia and will focus on naval shipbuild-

printing module to ST Engineering in Singapore under

ing applications.
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RAMLAB, a collaboration between the Port of Rotterdam, InnovationQuarter and RDM
Next, uses WAAM to produce maritime parts, such as large-scale ship propellers.
Image: RAMLAB

Finally, maritime AM has a significant impact on other

can help. By using large-format 3D printing technol-

sea-based structures such as oil extraction platforms.

ogies (LFAM) it is possible to directly produce large

After first adopting 3D printing for new design prototyp-

molds for hull parts without the need for disposable

ing and tooling, energy giant Shell is now increasingly

casting tools and patterns. Eventually it may be possi-

implementing AM for spare parts, especially in very

ble to directly 3D print the hull parts and many other

hard-to-reach areas such as its offshore platforms.

maritime parts using composite materials. However, AM

Spare parts printing, leveraging metal PBF technol-

of composite tools is an ideal intermediate step while

ogies, enabled Shell 3D Printing to move to a digital

technologies and materials evolve to the point where

supply chain addressing local supply, improve obsoles-

they can offer extremely high mechanical properties

cence management, implement just-in-time inventory

and resistance to harsh environments such as seawater.

and other material supply chain opportunities.

LFAM for composite molds and parts

Large-scale additive expert Thermwood made waves
when it announced it was validating AM for the direct
production of yacht hull molds. The 1/7th scale test

Many ship parts are one-offs. This is especially true

mold for the project spanned about seven feet in length

for yachts. Producing molds by traditional means is an

(the full-size hull is approximately 50 feet). It was printed

extremely wasteful process and additive manufacturing

from 20% carbon fiber filled ABS using Thermwood’s

LSAM additive manufacturing system. Six separate

vessel maintenance and repair specialist Velum Nau-

pieces of different lengths (the longest two being over

tica revealed it has found many uses for its in-house

seven feet in length) were printed concurrently using

Massivit 3D large-format 3D printer. The yacht experts

LSAM’s Vertical Layer Print capability. Printing required

have successfully designed and 3D printed a range of

about 30 hours.

parts, from an ergonomic dashboard to hermetically
sealed bathroom fixtures. Massivit 3D’s large-scale AM

Two years after validating the process in 2018, Ther-

enables the company to offer custom solutions to its

mwood successfully 3D printed a single test hull mold

clients, such as a bespoke mast designed to protect

for a 51-ft yacht. The mold was printed in several sec-

and hide radar cables, within a competitive timeframe.

tions and demonstrated how a single hull mold may
be sufficient to manufacture even larger vessels, such

Another short term added value opportunity in the

as yachts. The printed sections of the test mold are

maritime industry is represented by AUVs (autono-

made of carbon fiber reinforced ABS from Techmer

mous underwater vehicles). Just a few months ago,

PM. ABS was chosen because of its physical properties

Dive Technologies formally extended its partnership

and relatively low cost compared to other reinforced

with Kraken Robotics to build a commercial autono-

thermoplastics.

mous underwater vehicle (AUV) for deep subsea cable
and infrastructure inspections and geophysical surveys.

In late 2018, Italian startup OCore went one step fur-

In its production, Dive Technologies utilizes LFAM tech-

ther and presented the world’s first 3D printed sailboat

nology, provided by Additive Engineering Solutions, to

hull at the Circolo della Vela Sicilia sailing club. The

produce robust UAV hull forms in under 48 hours, which

project, which was supported by various companies

are customized to the application in question.

including Autodesk and LEHVOSS Group, was years in
the making. The body and other functional parts of the
6.5-meter-long ocean racer boat were manufactured

Image: Thermwood

by 3D printing. The technology, along with other digital
production processes, allowed for reduced production costs, more manufacturing flexibility and a faster
time to market.
While OCore’s experiment may not lead to actual commercial implementation of the technology, another
composite AM startup, moi Composites, went one
step further when it presented the MAMBO (Motor
Additive Manufacturing BOat), the world’s first waterready 3D printed fiberglass boat using a thermoset
continuous fiber composite material. MAMBO was
digitally crafted using patented Continuous Fiber Manufacturing (CFM), an innovative system developed by
Moi Composites, which uses robots guided by generative algorithms to 3D print continuous fiber composite
materials. These maritime 3D printed parts don’t need
to be extremely large parts such as hulls. Croatia-based
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3D printed metal parts at sea

offshore products at faster rates and at a lower cost
than traditional manufacturing techniques. The process

Composites are often used for metal replacement

can also help Keppel O&M to reduce its manufacturing

applications. However, especially in the shipbuilding

carbon footprint and overcome resource constraints.

industry, some metal parts cannot be replaced. But
they can be 3D printed.

While large-format DED processes are the preferred
technology for maritime parts, certain complex com-

New high-throughput and large-format processes

ponents can also benefit from metal PBF technologies,

such as wire arc additive manufacturing and metal

especially in turbomachinery. In the latest example, a

DED technologies are making it much more time- and

collaboration between Renishaw, Nova Scotia Com-

cost-effective to do so. In winter 2019, Naval Group

munity College and Biome Renewables resulted in

and Centrale Nantes 3D printed the first demonstrator

the production of 80% more cost-effective 3D printed

of hollow propeller blades using metal AM as part of

ocean turbine components. Renishaw and NSCC devel-

the European H2020 project RAMSSES, which aims to

oped two ocean turbine components using metal AM:

reduce the environmental impact of ships. The hollow

a PowerCone retrofit that co-rotates with the turbine’s

propeller blade demonstrator was printed using Wire

rotor and can improve efficiency by 10% to 15% by slow-

Arc for Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) from stainless

ing the blades down, and a curved propeller designed

steel and weighed in at about 300 kg, making it about

to minimize drag when the blades are turning in water.

40% lighter than conventionally manufactured parts.
Later in the same year, a maritime crane developed
Keppel Offshore & Marine, a specialist in offshore rig

and 3D printed by AML3D in conjunction with Austal

design, was granted certification by Lloyd’s Register to

Australia received formal verification from DNV GL.

produce offshore-grade steel using Laser Aided Addi-

AML3D produced an aluminum personnel recovery

tive Manufacturing (LAAM) technology. LAAM creates

3D printed maritime crane (davit), intended for naval

opportunities for printing high-value components for

applications, with its proprietary WAM technology, on
behalf of Austal. As part of the qualification process,
the assembly was function tested to more than twice

Image: Renishaw

its design working load. AML3D sees this collaboration
with Austal as a conduit to utilize its WAM technology
across a wide range of marine applications.
In another maritime application of the WAAM process,
KM Yachtbuilders partnered with MX3D to 3D print aluminum yacht parts using MX3D’s WAAM technology.
As skilled welders become scarce and customization
the standard, yacht builders like KM Yachtbuilders have
been looking for innovative methods to produce their
unique parts more efficiently. KMY is exploring how
WAAM technology can enable businesses to print
industrial metal parts on-site, including an aluminum
cowl vent which was custom designed by KMY, printed
by MX3D and post-processed by KMY.
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CASE STUDY

A treasure trove of yacht applications
for large-scale 3D printing
Croatia’s Velum Nautica has found many uses for its Massivit 3D printer

Image: Velum Nautica

From Croatia’s coastline along the Adriatic Sea, one can

clients’ vessels. These, as Velum Nautica lead design

take in truly spectacular views: shimmering blue water,

engineer Bože Radan explains, have a number of lim-

islands on the horizon and yachts gliding through the

itations, especially when it comes to design. Wooden

waves. What one might not realize is that an increasing

molds are not well suited to complex geometries and

number of these yachts feature custom 3D printed parts

pose challenges when it comes to ensuring 100% sym-

made by local company Velum Nautica.

metry for two parts. On top of that, wooden molds are
time consuming to make, often requiring at least two

Founded in 2002, the company specializes in maintain-

team members and several days to produce.

ing and repairing vessels such as yachts, leveraging
traditional and cutting-edge processes to meet the

With large-volume 3D printing, the company has been

needs of their customers around the globe. In recent

able to address all three challenges: unlocking new

years, Velum Nautica has expanded its services thanks

design opportunities, ensuring symmetrical parts and,

to the use of Massivit 3D’s large-scale 3D printing tech-

crucially, speeding up mold production times from

nology. The technology has really opened up Velum

days to mere hours.

Nautica’s horizons, enabling it to rapidly produce spare
parts, molds and custom components for yachts, which

Moreover, Velum Nautica has actually been able to

would be impossible or too time consuming to make

directly 3D print many parts. For instance, the company

using more conventional techniques.

designed a custom ergonomic dashboard for a yacht

A leader in large scale

which would have required a mold, taking at least two
weeks to make. With 3D printing, however, the dashboard structure was printed in a single piece within just

Israel-based Massivit 3D is a key player in large-scale 3D

eight hours. It could subsequently be finished using

printing, with systems capable of printing parts measuring up to 145cm x 111cm x 180cm (57” x 44” x 70”)
within hours. Unlike many large-format systems (which
are filament based), Massivit 3D’s machines are based
on its Gel Dispensing Printing technology, which uses

Velum Nautica uses Massivit 3D technology
to print many custom parts for yachts.
Image: Velum Nautica

proprietary instantly-curing photopolymer gel materials and UV light to produce large and hollow thermoset
parts. The speed, scale and quality of Massivit 3D’s
printed products has made its systems a popular option
across many industries, from automotive and maritime,
to entertainment and visual communication. As we’ll
see in more detail, the company’s 3D printers have
actually been game changing to many of its clients, in
particular Velum Nautica.

From days and weeks to hours
Before installing a Massivit 3D printer at its Croatian
facility, Velum Nautica relied on traditional methods,
like wooden molds, for repairing and maintaining its
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3D printing enabled the production of
a symmetrical stern extension.
Image: Velum Nautica

the company’s range of post-processing techniques.
The dashboard’s design is also notable in that it offers
a more ergonomic structure compared to conventional
flat yacht dashboards, making it easier for the skipper
to see all screens and the view simultaneously, as well
as minimize glare and reflections.

Custom yacht solutions
Another major benefit of using large-scale 3D printing for yacht maintenance is the ability to customize
components. For example, Velum Nautica was able to
provide a bespoke, complex mast for one of its clients
which was designed to store and hide radar cables. Initially, the customer came to the Croatian team for help
producing a unique radar mast for his vessel that would
match its specific design.

conditions. Traditionally, radar masts have been made
of stainless steel, which presents limitations for design

Because of a lack of space, Radan and his team came

complexity. The large 3D printer enabled the company

up with a fully customized solution: a hollow 3D printed,

to create a unique and suitable design. In addition, the

custom designed mast which would attach seamlessly

ability to print hollow parts offers benefits for other such

onto the yacht and keep the radar’s cables out of sight

life-saving appliances required on ships.

and protected from water and other environmental
For vessel body parts that require more load bearing
capabilities, Velum Nautica has still been able to benA custom 3D printed radar mast designed to hide cables.
Image: Velum Nautica

efit from Massivit 3D’s technology, using the hollow
properties to its advantage with the addition of further
reinforcement. In other words, the 3D printed part functions as a core which can be reinforced with fiberglass,
carbon fiber, Kevlar or expandable foam. Such was the
case when Velum Nautica made a fiberglass reinforced
stern extension for a yacht.
Velum Nautica also turned to large-scale 3D printing
in the design and production of a custom foldable
gangway. The gangway—which enables passengers
to enter and exit the moored boat—needed to have
specific dimensions not available in standard gangway products. In the end, Velum Nautica successfully
designed the custom component using 3D printing all
while ensuring the part could withstand the required
minimum load of 200kg.

A full-scale 3D printed bathroom fixture, made in a single piece to enable a hermetic seal.
Image: Velum Nautica

From repairs to hermetic seals

the company 3D printed a full-scale bathroom fixture,
measuring 60 cm in height, in a single piece. When

Of course, custom fittings aren’t the only way that

installed, the piece helped to ensure a hermetic closure

Velum Nautica has used 3D printing: the company

which minimizes the risk of boat damage by preventing

also leverages its Massivit 3D printer to produce spare

water from rising above a certain height.

and replacement parts for yachts. If a part has become
damaged, the company will employ 3D scanning and

All in all, the Massivit 3D printer has become an indis-

printing to create a replica component. In cases where

pensable tool in Velum Nautica’s arsenal, enabling it to

an original part is not available to scan, the company

not only improve its existing repair and maintenance

has designers on hand to reverse engineer vessel parts

services but to expand its offerings into new areas. The

using CAD software.

company’s clients have also noticed the benefits of 3D
printing, with many going beyond maintenance appli-

Another notable application for 3D printing is in the production of hermetic molds and end-use parts. It goes

cations, asking for custom-built parts that will take their
vessels to the next level. ◆

without saying that many boat structures must be completely watertight, so there is a distinct advantage to
building large parts in a single piece. With Massivit 3D
technology, Velum Nautica has been able to produce

To learn more about large-scale 3D printing appli-

many large structures without the need for multi-part

cations with Massivit 3D technology, visit here.

assembly, reducing the risk of water leaks. For example,
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INSIGHT

Addressing key challenges in
composite AM for maritime parts
Opening new opportunities in equipment
production via Additive Fusion technology
By Yannick Willemin

Image: Meyer-Hayoz Design Engineering Group

While wood is an excellent, anisotropic material and

The system produces parts with higher complexity

still used in modern shipbuilding, many other materials

achieved with greater design freedom, the ability to

have since made their appearance, including metals,

insert hardware to reduce finishing, plus finer fiber-ori-

polymers and composites. As in other fields, the racing

entation control than other continuous-fiber layup/

segment provides glimpses of how ships could be made

forming processes. Scrap rates are greatly reduced

in the future. In the America’s Cup, by many considered

since parts are printed near net shape. Exclusive focus

Formula 1 on water, most parts are manufactured out of

on thermoplastic matrices brings fast cycle times, recy-

carbon fiber-reinforced composites. Using composite

clability and the ability to join smaller components into

AM for maritime equipment could help address some

larger, more complex modules via welding. Excellent

key challenges.

surface finishes, low voids and high R&R are accomplished by consolidating/forming in metal molds.

While composites are found in larger boat components

Additive Fusion Technology permits cost-competitive

like hulls, masts, sails, foils, etc., metal still dominates

manufacturing in part sizes and production volumes typ-

in smaller, thicker, more complex parts—regardless of

ically hard to achieve in structural carbon composites.

whether the boat is for racing, shipping, or leisure.
Initially, design opportunities that reduce weight
Practical fiber-placement limitations with continuous-fi-

and cost while increasing the performance of marine

ber composites, resolution in machined composites and

equipment are being targeted. Suitable parts already

challenges accurately predicting the performance of

identified include headboards, V-block, CRX rollers and

discontinuous-fiber composites lead to lower repeat-

winch handles. In the case of headboards, the bench-

ability and reproducibility (R&R) values and higher

mark material is aluminum. With AFT, part weight can

costs—particularly with smaller parts produced at lower

be halved (from 1.05 kg to 0.55 kg) at a competitive cost.

volumes—limiting usage of these materials in applica-

Finally, in addition to optimizing mechanical properties

tions where they could be quite useful.

at lower mass and cost, another benefit of producing
composite parts via additive manufacturing is the

To solve these challenges, the new Additive Fusion

opportunity to apply surface layers with unique aes-

Technology (AFT) developed by 9T Labs combines

thetic functions.

the resolution and unmatched design freedom of 3D
printing with the performances of compression-molded
continuous-carbon fiber composites.

Image: 9T Labs

The hybrid Additive Fusion Technology platform produces precision structural parts in continuous carbon
fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites in small to
medium size (printer build envelope 350 x 270 x 250
mm) for low to medium volume production (100 to
10,000 parts per year). Uniquely, the hybrid technology combines 3D printing—done in the Build Module
layup/preform machine—followed by consolidation
and forming in the Fusion Module compact compression press with matched-metal mold. Final parts also
offer 100% traceability.
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MAPPING

Sailing the seas of AM
We point our bow at 10 key companies exploring
uncharted territory in maritime AM applications

Image: RAMLAB

The $13 billion maritime spare parts industry runs a

to life, enabling 3D metal printing to be more flexible,

large supply chain overhead to deliver manufactured

faster and cheaper. The company, co-founded by Joris

parts across the globe. The lack of available parts,

Laarman, became an innovation leader in 3D metal

moreover, forces ship managers to carry large stocks of

printing by presenting a jaw-dropping, 12-meter-long

replacement parts to fulfill orders. Traditional machining

functional 3D printed stainless steel pedestrian bridge

also creates significant lead times because it can take

which was installed in Amsterdam. More “practical”

months to fabricate parts. AM removes these difficulties

applications of its technology (and M1 robotic metal

by providing on-demand custom parts manufactured

3D printer) are in the maritime segment, with ongoing

much closer to the vessel that needs them. Shipping

research on metal part production in collaboration with

costs are avoided; lead times are reduced; ship manag-

KM Yacht (KMY).

ers do not need to hold as much stock. Here are some
of the companies that are ideally positioned to exploit
this opportunity.
RAMLAB is another entity making the history of part
production for the maritime segment. Born as a collaboration between Port of Rotterdam, InnovationQuarter
Australian company SPEE3D has developed its metal

and RDM Next, it works to implement the on-demand

AM technology specifically for deployment in remote

production of certified metal parts using Wire Arc Addi-

areas, even including aboard military ships. To this end,

tive Manufacturing. Key projects have included the

SPEE3D received a $1.5 million investment for a two-

development of case studies focusing on the repair of

year pilot for the Royal Australian Navy, which included

metal parts (by forging dies and molds based on 3D

the deployment of a WarpSPEE3D 3D metal printer to

scans of the damaged part, robotic welding system and

streamline the maintenance of patrol vessels. SPEE3D’s

additive toolpath generation software and tailor-made

supersonic 3D printing technology leverages metal

consumables) and direct production of metal parts up

cold spray technology to produce industrial quality

to six meters long, including a ship’s propeller.

metal parts in just minutes, rather than days or weeks.
This process harnesses the power of kinetic energy,
rather than relying on high-power lasers and expensive
gases, allowing 3D metal printing in the field or at sea,
at affordable costs. The program aims to significantly

One of the most useful, interesting and innovative mar-

increase parts available to the Navy compared to what

itime applications of AM is with the use of concrete

the regular supply chain can provide.

construction 3D printing for underwater structures, such
as coral reefs. Several companies have initiated such
projects in Europe, Australia and the Middle East. Reef
Design Lab was one of the first companies to develop
projects in this area. The company was founded by
industrial designer Alex Goad and works closely with

With over 10,000 kg of metal 3D printed objects and

marine ecologists to develop habitat infrastructure

over 40 man-years of experience since 2014, MX3D is

for a range of research and commercial applications.

the Dutch company that brought large-scale robotic

RDL’s focus is on design and manufacturing methods

wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) and its market

to create more effective habitat solutions, leveraging
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extensive knowledge of how concrete 3D printing can
be used to minimise cost while increasing geometric
complexity. One of the first 3D printed projects—which

Thermwood is one of the pioneers and leaders in LFAM

opened the way to many similar projects in the follow-

3D printing using large cartesian extrusion systems.

ing years—was conducted in 2017, when a series of 50

The company demonstrated 3D printing of several sec-

3D printed reef units for the WWF Netherlands oyster

tions from a 51-foot long yacht hull mold to showcase

reef restoration research project was laid in the North

how a single hull mold may be sufficient to manufac-

Sea. The units were 3D printed in Rotterdam by Boskalis

ture even larger vessels, such as yachts. The printed

using D-shape technology.

sections of the test mold are made of carbon fiber reinforced ABS from Techmer PM. In this case, ABS was
chosen because of its physical properties and relatively
low cost compared to other reinforced thermoplastics.
Thermwood has already 3D printed a full-size pleasure
boat master pattern which has been used to produce

With its large-format 3D printing capabilities, Mas-

multiple boat hull molds. While this demonstrated the

sivit 3D has established inroads into many industries,

value of additive manufacturing for small boat tooling,

amongst which the maritime sector is gaining steam.

much larger vessels, such as yachts, require a different

On one side, the company’s large-format Gel Dispens-

approach. In these instances, since only a single mold

ing Technology has been adopted by Velum Nautica,

is needed, it is desirable to print the mold itself rather

a Croatia-based yacht and vessel maintenance and

than print a plug or pattern from which multiple pro-

repair company, which uses large-scale 3D printing

duction molds can be made.

to produce an array of molds and custom yacht parts.
Massivit 3D also recently introduced a hybrid system,
the Massivit 10000, developed for the production of
FRP composite molds, which has high potential in the
maritime sector.
DNV GL, the world’s leading classification society and a
recognized advisor for the maritime industry, has taken
Image: Caracol AM

a particular interest in 3D printing. The company has
worked with all major operators interested in providing
maritime AM services. For instance, DNV GL led the first
phase of a Joint Industry Programme (JIP) to develop
a concept for a future supply chain of AM spare parts.
The JIP was conducted in Singapore by the Maritime
and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA), the National
Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster (NAMIC),
the Singapore Shipping Association (SSA) and other
industry partners, including the University of Singapore.
DNV GL’s contribution also included a study into the
feasibility of establishing a local additive manufacturing infrastructure able to supply a set of one hundred
commonly ordered marine spare parts on demand.

After years in the making, MX3D’s metal 3D printed canal bridge, made
using large-scale robotic WAAM, was installed in Amsterdam.
Image: Adriaan de Groot

Like many other companies developing robotic com-

Metals giant thyssenkrupp has made several moves

posite 3D printing technology, the Italian startup

in providing AM services specifically for the maritime

Caracol also began to look at maritime part production

industry. The company entered a joint venture with

applications. In particular, the company is fine tuning its

Norway-based Wilhelmsen Ships Services to collab-

extrusion technology to work at a 45° angle, mimicking

orate on delivering maritime spare parts using 3D

processes such as rotational molding, to produce more

printing. thyssenkrupp, which already deploys addi-

complex, lighter geometries that are ideal for maritime

tive manufacturing at its operations on the Kiel Fjord

parts such as small boat hulls (such as the sailing boat in

in Germany, joined with Wilhemsen’s experience in

these images, which is an ongoing production project),

civil marine repairs. The joint venture, which facilitates

canoes, kayaks and even high precision fins for rudder

repairs on older vessels, is headquartered in Singa-

blades, as well as functional parts such as covers and

pore and positions the companies as the leaders in

doors. Other applications that are relevant in the mar-

maritime AM services, as Wilhelmsen owns the largest

itime segment are tools, including custom hydrofoil

maritime network in the world. It is active at 2,000 ports

molds for carbon fiber lamination.

across 125 countries.
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Ingersoll is one of the biggest competitors to Therm-

From a company called Aidro (which in Italian is pro-

wood in composites LFAM. Although its subtractive

nounced like the word “hydro”), with significant

technology is very high performance, the company

experience in metal 3D printing, you would naturally

has taken a more conservative approach to marketing

expect an involvement in all water-related additive man-

its AM capabilities. One high profile maritime project,

ufacturing applications. And you’d be correct, even

however, demonstrated how significant this potential is.

though Aidro’s main focus is currently on hydraulic

An Ingersoll 3D printer was used by UMaine Advanced

applications for the oil & gas industry, which ensure

Structures and Composites Center to 3D print an entire

more immediate returns. At the same time, many valves,

functional boat which received three Guinness World

crank disks and propellers blades that are developed

Records. The Ingersoll 3D printer was awarded the

as spare and replacement parts for the oil & gas indus-

record for largest prototype polymer 3D printer, while

try can easily find application in the maritime segment,

the team received the titles of largest solid 3D printed

as demonstrated by Aidro’s involvement in the recent

object and largest 3D printed boat.

DNV GL-led JIP (see DNV GL above).

Many valves, crank disks and propellers developed By Aidro as spare and replacement
parts for the oil & gas industry can easily find applications in the maritime segment.
Image: Aidro
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AML3D, the large-scale
metal AM company with
an eye on maritime
Exclusive interview with Andy Sales, CEO,
and Len Piro, Non-Executive Director

®

Image: AML3D

When talking about additive manufacturing in the mar-

services and supply of our proprietary ARCEMY 3D

itime sector, it won’t take long before the name AML3D

printing modules, which allow customers to produce 3D

comes up. The publicly listed company, based out of

printed metal parts in-house faster than normal supply

Adelaide, Australia, has strategically positioned its

chains for a variety of long lead components.

patented Wire Additive Manufacturing (WAM) technology as a solution for various maritime applications,

In terms of our business model, AML3D provides

and works with many influential players in the space,

both contract manufacturing services to companies

including BAE Systems Maritime, ST Engineering

in metal-based additive manufacturing and also sells

Marine Singapore and Austal Australia.

and leases the patented ARCEMY units that enable
the client to develop an in-house WAM capability.

The convergence between AML3D and the maritime

The ARCEMY units are designed around the specific

sector makes sense: the company’s ARCEMY plat-

requirements of the client in terms of product size. We

form, based on its WAM technology, offers large-scale

also operate a CAD Design for Product Optimisation

metal additive manufacturing and is compatible with

service and provide training and support to the pur-

many of the materials used in maritime applications,

chasers of the ARCEMY units.

including steel, nickel and titanium alloys. The company
also holds ISO9001 Quality Accreditation and was the

Has the maritime sector been of interest to AML3D

first to receive Lloyd’s Register accreditation for addi-

since the beginning?

tive manufacturing metal parts using wire feedstock.
Notably, the company is presently undergoing DNV

The maritime sector has been a target market for

certification, a critical certification for marine and oil

AML3D since the establishment of our first production

and gas applications.

printer in 2018. We have a unique competitive advantage in that sector, not just because of our extensive

We recently caught up with AML3D CEO Andy Sales

process flexibility including a wide range of different

and Non-Executive Director Len Piro to discuss the

metals and our capacity for large and medium scale

importance of maritime applications for its business

products, but also due to the fact that AML3D was

and how its metal additive manufacturing is playing a

the world’s first facility to receive the Lloyd’s Regis-

role in the evolution of maritime applications.

ter “Additive Manufacturing Facility Qualification”,
which means that AML3D can produce parts consis-

Can you tell us a bit about AML3D’s mission and

tently to a high level of quality. To date, the company

business model?

has completed multiple products and is currently completing product trials for marine companies, including

Our mission is to disrupt the metal part supply chains by

defence shipbuilding.

commercializing our patented WAM technology for our
customers locally and internationally. Our technology,

What are the key benefits of AML3D’s WAM technol-

including our patented method and our proprietary

ogy for maritime applications?

software, WAMSoft, disrupts medium- to large-scale
casting, forging and billet machining industries with

AML3D’s WAM technology provides major flexibil-

faster lead times, economical size and shape varia-

ity in materials such as titanium alloys, stainless steel

tions and automation of welding. AML3D services the

alloy, high strength steel alloys, nickel alloys, alumin-

marine, mining, defence, aerospace and manufactur-

ium alloys, bronze alloys and Invar for tooling. In other

ing industry sectors through contract manufacturing

words, we can accommodate virtually any material used
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From left: Austal Technology Project Manager, Jeffrey Poon, DNV Representative Jude Stanislaus, AML3D
Chief Executive Officer Andy Sales with a sample of the 3D printed crane verified by DNV GL
Image: Austal Australia

by the marine sector, as well as a variety of product

What are the current applications for WAM in the

sizes—although the more complex and larger the prod-

maritime sector?

uct the more cost effective WAM becomes.
The applications of WAM in the marine sector are virtuAdditionally, WAM technology has been independently

ally unlimited. WAM technology compares favourably

verified to provide stronger products than traditional

on both cost comparison and time-to-build compar-

cast and forged through feedstock selection and at

ison for most of the medium- to large-scale parts or

a faster build rate. Moreover, WAM technology is a

systems traditionally cast, forged and billet machined

“greener” manufacturing solution using less material

for use in the marine sector. Applications in the marine

and energy than conventional casting and forging tech-

sector for the AML3D WAM process include housings,

nologies. Another benefit is that the AML3D ARCEMY

propellers, shafts, pump castings, bulkhead structures,

unit can operate in remote areas and enables fast, low

pulleys, bearing components, supports and any short-

cost replacement parts without the need for tooling

term replacement items. The production of a 1.4 tonne

(and associated costs). The company is currently under-

Panama Chock in early 2020 for Keppel is a prime exam-

going DNV accreditation, which will further improve

ple of how we can achieve high tensile strengths, faster

our capability to supply class certified components into

production times and cost advantages compared to

the marine sector.

traditional methods.

AML3D is continually improving the metal additive

How many partners/clients does AML3D have globally?

manufacturing capability through our ARCEMY units,
which currently include automated and remote control

The company is building an extensive and growing

of operation through IOT technology and PLC user

portfolio of clients globally. These include clients from

interface. Our future directions include integrated print-

the marine and defence sector as well as general man-

ing and machining and in-process NDT.

ufacturing. There are quite a number of high quality
Tier 1 customers, along with some well known OEMs

Can you tell us how many parts AML3D produces for

and manufacturers.

maritime partners?
In addition, AML3D is part of a network of partnership
AML3D is building a strong portfolio of marine custom-

channels and distributor networks, such as Additive

ers with a variety of parts/products. Below are several

Now, a JV with Worley to access Tier 1 and 2 oil and gas

examples of our work to date, a number of which are

and resources companies, and a strategic partnership

currently undergoing evaluation by the client:

with ST Engineering in Singapore that will deliver WAM
services and parts into Singapore and SE Asia. Interest-

• With Keppel, we 3D printed a Panama Chock
which has undergone third party verification test-

ingly, the marine fabrication market is geographically
concentrated in South Korea, Japan and Singapore.

ing that was recently successful. There is an expectation this will lead to the potential of follow

The company’s head office is in Adelaide where our

on orders or in-house capability development for

major production base and production of our ARCEMY

the company.

units occur. However, we also have an ARCEMY unit in
Singapore to demonstrate the technology and supply

• A 3D printed maritime crane (specifically, an
aluminum personnel recovery maritime crane) we
developed in partnership with Austal Australia
successfully underwent third party verification
tests as well as trials.
• ST Engineering Marine Singapore installed an

contract manufactured products into Asia. We are also
in the process of establishing an R&D hub at Tonsley in
conjunction with BAE Systems and Flinders University
to trial the multi-faceted application of WAM for the
future defence shipbuilding contracts.

Image: AML3D

ARCEMY unit in 2020 to provide in-house WAM
capability to STE’s customers throughout Asia.
• AML3D received a purchase order in 2021 from
the Boeing Company for a 3D printed mandrel
tool made from Invar-36 material and weighing
150 kg.
• In partnership with BAE Systems, trials on various
materials and products for maritime applications
will be undertaken at our new research facility at
Tonsley Innovation District in Adelaide.
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EDITORIAL

Will 3D printing boats
become standard?
Several recent successful demonstrations show a solid trend
Image: University of Maine

A new project published by Emil Johansson, Research

AM for prototyping new yacht designs. Livrea founded

Scientist Additive Manufacturing at RISE Research

the startup Ocore to develop a robotic extrusion tech-

Institutes of Sweden, demonstrated a functional fully

nology capable of 3D printing an entire sailboat hull in

3D printed boat. This is the latest of a long string of

Sicily, with support from LEHVOSS and Autodesk.

projects that has shown how new large-format extrusion systems—either based on cartesian or multi-axis

Its success in 3D printing the entire sailboat hull in

robotic architectures—are making the process of 3D

late 2018 was somewhat overshadowed by an even

printing boats a fairly standardized (or, at least, stan-

more impressive project that was completed just a

dardizable) practice.

few weeks before in the US, by the University of Maine
and ORNL. Using Ingersoll’s massive 3D printer, the

In this application case, the researchers tested a 3D

well-funded American institutions created the world’s

printed motorboat on the Swedish west coast in the

largest entirely 3D printed boat, which now holds a

middle of December, while live-streaming the event.

total of three Guinness World Records. The boat was

The 3D printed boat handled the water perfectly. “This

3D printed using a large cartesian extrusion system,

is the pinnacle of a remarkable collaborative effort,”

using a carbon fiber reinforced nylon composite pel-

Johansson said. “Printing a boat is something my col-

letized material.

leagues Lenny Tönnäng, Jan Johansson and I at RISE
Research Institutes of Sweden have dreamt of for many

Then came MAMBO, the first fully functional 3D printed

years. Together with an innovative team at Cipax and

boat made using continuous fiber composite materials,

Pioner Boats, led by Dag Eirik Thomassen and Lars

by another Italian startup, moi Composites. In this case,

Haugli, we decided to make it happen.” In this case, the

the boat, developed and designed in collaboration with

boat itself was 3D printed in one piece using industrial

Autodesk, was produced using multi-axis robotic extru-

robotic additive manufacturing, a technology that the

sion of a continuous fiberglass composite thermoset

researchers have been working on with Anders Spaak

material. While the continuous fiber extrusion process

at ABB for several years. The work is part of the research

may still be a bit farther away in terms of achieving the

project DiLAM, funded by Vinnova, the Swedish Energy

necessary cost-efficiency and speed, chopped fiber

Agency and Formas through the strategic innovation

composite extrusion systems have now been shown

program Produktion2030.

to be more than effective in printing very large structures, such as boat hulls, in a single run. This is a gigantic

This is the latest in a long string of projects that began

achievement and it now seems pretty clear that this will

a few years ago, when the entire marine and maritime

become a more widely adopted technology in the boat

industries finally began to open up to AM technologies

manufacturing industry in the years to come.

beyond some basic prototyping. Of course, it all started
from prototyping: Livrea Yacht was one of the first stu-

3D printing boats

dios to use advanced Windform materials to 3D print
prototypes of new yacht designs.

From prototypes to real boats

The ability to build a one-off product such as a boat or
small yacht, directly from CAD, without having to build
expensive and time-consuming molds that are only
used once, can bring immediate and clear benefits. On

In the beginning, it was Italian studio Livrea Yacht that

the other hand, large-format 3D printing technologies

was probably the first to envision the idea of 3D print-

can bring benefits to marine and maritime mold-man-

ing an entire boat, based on the experience of using

ufacturing as well.
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One of the most valuable
applications of AM in the maritime
industry today is on-demand
production of spare parts
Thermwood, another large-format cartesian 3D print-

From boats to spare parts

ing manufacturer, has demonstrated this by 3D printing
several sections of a 51-foot long yacht hull mold to

If 3D printing boats—small, full size, entire boats—is

show how a single hull mold may be sufficient to man-

among the most fascinating applications of 3D print-

ufacture even larger vessels. The printed sections of

ing, one of the most valuable applications of AM in the

the test mold were made of carbon fiber reinforced

maritime industry is on-demand production of spare

ABS from Techmer PM. In this case, ABS was chosen

parts. This is now rapidly becoming a very valuable and

because of its physical properties and relatively low cost

high-potential business segment for some very large

compared to other reinforced thermoplastics.

operators in the maritime industry.

Image: Hans Fredrik Asbjørnsen | Wilhelmsen

Large-format metal AM companies such as AML3D
and MX3D have published some of the first application cases for metal 3D printed maritime spare parts.
Both technologies are based on a WAAM process and
are able to produce very large metal parts with very
high metal deposition rates. Other initiatives saw Singapore-based firm Tytus3D contribute its own metal 3D
printing technology to develop maritime applications,
in a joint industry project collaboration with segment
operators. In Australia, local firm SPEE3D made its
kinetic consolidation (cold blown powder) metal 3D
printing technology available to produce spare parts
for the Australian Navy.

Metal boats
This is only the tip of the iceberg (although “iceberg”
may not be the best metaphor to use in this context).
Some very large firms active in the maritime industry,

Italian company Moi Composites unveiled the 3D printed
MAMBO boat at the 2020 Genova Boat Show.
Image: Moi Composites

such as Wilhelmsen, thyssenkrupp, Yinson, Wärtsila,

thyssenkrupp’s TechCenter Additive Manufacturing the

Kawasaki Heavy Industries, as well as large consultancy

world’s first producer of 3D printed parts for maritime

groups such as DNV GL, are making significant invest-

applications to receive manufacturer approval from

ments into developing the infrastructure to produce

DNV GL. As an approved supplier for maritime and gen-

maritime spare parts using AM, benefiting from on-de-

eral industrial 3D printed components, thyssenkrupp

mand and digital warehouse capabilities.

aims to continue to integrate additive manufacturing
in its maritime business.

In a segment such as the maritime industry, where
ships can have a lifespan of several decades, storing

Back to 3D printed models

many different types of very large spare parts presents
significant economic challenges. In particular, thyssen-

Maritime industry operators that have been gradually

krupp and Wilhelmsen are collaborating on leveraging

introducing AM in their process for spare parts pro-

thyssenkrupp’s deep expertise in AM alongside Wil-

duction or yacht design and development have also

helmsen’s in-depth maritime expertise and direct

started to identify another valuable application of AM

ongoing experience in understanding the needs of

in the production of beautiful and highly detailed scale

vessel fleet managers, to provide on-demand AM pro-

models. Italian firm Meg Industry is one of these firms

duction services to large maritime industry operators.

and discussed this part of their work in an interview with

Norway-based DNV GL issued a certificate making

3dpbm’s Italian language portal Replicatore.
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